Larry: weekly briefing

- **Hanalei Hill Project: update**
  
  o All 545 nails drilled and completed. Now focusing on final reinforcing of soil nail wall and removal of dirt below the slide.

  o final treatment and color

  Consultant is working with a landscape architect and local nursery and rendered two mockups of how the staining and vines could look on the slope. Group to offer ideas on native plants/vines that wouldn’t affect surrounding plants/trees.

  o highway stability at slide area: looks like outer edge sinking (update)

  Larry visited the job site this past weekend, and didn’t notice any sinking/movement. He passed the note along to the contractor to continue to monitor the outer edge for any movement.

  o fence at top of slope

  The group briefly discussed the prospect of having a viewpoint at the top of the slope. Reluctant to cause dangerous/hazardous situation for residents and visitors.

- **Convoy:**
  
  o weekly traffic count

  Traffic counts are similar to previous weeks. Steady on weekdays, with increased traffic on weekends.
o convoy sched for ‘Phase 2’
Still working out some design, regulatory and permitting issues so no convoy schedule has been set. Will update as more information is available.

o Wednesday convoy sched for fall school session
Starting Wednesday, Aug. 4, the afternoon public access period will shift from 1pm-2:30pm to 12:30pm-2:00pm to better coordinate with school schedules.

• Tunnel: update
Taking steps to address the tunnel. Plan is to place a steel pipe about 100 feet into tunnel and pumping in grout to fill space around the pipe, but leaving the pipe clear to allow drainage.

• Illegal parking in Ha’ena:
County is working to solve parking problems. Have discussed the possibility of having a shuttle attendant make the pick-up/drop-off situation run more smoothly.

• Shuttle update: (Joel)
It’s been running for the last week and has been busy. Going well, but always seeking ways to improve opportunities for residents, visitors and the community. Joel is open to listening to ideas/suggestions for improvements.